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Word bank

ARC       BACKBOARD       BASELINES       BASKET       BLOCKING       DEADBALL       DOUBLE       DRIBBLE       FIBA

FIELDGOAL       FIVE       FLAGRANT       FOUL       FREETHROW       GUARD       NAISMITH       NBA       ONE

OVERTIME       PEACH       PERSONAL       PIVOT       SIDELINES       SPALDING       SPRINGFIELD       TECHNICAL

THIRTEEN       THREE       TRAVELING       USA       WNBA       YMCA

Across

2. a ___ made inside 3 pt line is worth 2 points

7. began in 1997

9. the official ball of the NBA

11. metal ring with a net hanging from it set 10 feet
above the floor

13. moving without dribbling the ball

16. each team has ___ players on the court

18. the first hoop was made from a ___ basket

19. formed in 1949

22. rigid flat surface which the basket is attached

24. he invented the game of basketball

25. ___ line is 15 feet from the basket

26. fouls involving contact with an opponent

29. the place where the first basketball game was
played

Name_________________
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Across

30. bouncing the ball with one hand

Down

1. basketball began with ___ rules

3. ball is out of play

4. ___ Basketball is the national governing body

5. basketball's world organization

6. keeping one foot down on the floor and moving
with free foot

8. ___ second lane is another for free-throw lane

9. ____, Mass. is the city where the first basketball
was played

10. point ___ is the primarty ball handler

11. interfering with an opponent's progress

12. mark the sides of the court

14. foul that may cause injury

15. if score is tied at the end of regulation, an ___
period is played

17. mark the ends of the court

20. an infraction of rules

21. non-player or non-contact foul

23. bouncing the ball with two hands is ___ dribbling

27. a free throw is worth ___ point

28. 3-point line is an ___ around each basket


